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blind
PROUDLY SPONSORED BY THE
CANCER COUNCIL (the other cancer council)
If you’re reading these words, there can only be
one explanation: you have learned to read. The
North Belconnen Knife Fighting Pit would like to
dedicate this opening issue to everyone who has
ever leaned to read. Your exertions will someday
be rewarded. Today is not that day.

My name is blind, an I am a pharmacy assistant
and knife-fighter here in the Cancers. Since 2001 I
have been an avid participant in North
Belconnen’s raging gladiatorial scene, until I
encountered longhair and switchblade-devil The
Human Cannonball Academy in 2003, and have
been under his grim spell ever since. It is a mark of
much fortune for me to nail my writings up
alongside his in this hallowed document –
THEE NTH BELC KNIFE-FTNG PIT MNTHLY!

this. is. all. your. fault.
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www.blind-dragonfly.com
blind_dragonfly@uymail.com

of blind's stomach at time of printing

2. a partially digested stop sign
4. an ancient cave
6. bits of bone and hammers and opium
8. ash (lots of ash)
of The Human Cannonball Academy's closet
at time of printing

1. a one eyed dentist
3. the sunken earth
5. Genesis 41:18
6. bits of bone and hammers and opium
7. a TV guide & a cat
9. genitals

The Human Cannonball Academy
We are The Human Cannonball Academy, a
Canberra based collective consisting of a hive
mind housed within a frail, shinbone-wielding
mollusc. Since 2003 we have been slowly
gaining the trust of strange cave monster blind
dragonfly so as to slay him in most righteous
knife battle. This is the first edition of the North
Belconnen Knife Fighting Pits Monthly you
should run while you still can.
myspace.com/thehumancannonballacademy
thehumancannonballacademy@gmail.com
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Teeth
Embracing cobwebs like lovers I fell. It was the
hunchback. She led me here. Face down in damp air
falling, falling faster. Rats sniffed the air and ran. A
seagull cawed and turned into a man. I fell.

I watched her chew teeth from a bulk bag (do we
need this many) and the sound attached I know is
coming from her teeth crunching other teeth but they
are… do we need… curiously detached.

The well was envined in my front yard for seven
years before the hunchback appeared on my lawn.
She was swaddled in rags and rags and she peered at
me with one eye and sniffed at me with one nostril
and spoke at me with three mouths. She was holding
a bag.

I was backing away from her, but she closed in on
me. Flakes of teeth dribbled out the corners of her
mouth.

It’s a bulk bag, she told me, a bulk bag of teeth.
Pause for breath.
It’s cheaper than buying individual teeth, she said,
or even a few teeth at a time. At first it may seem
more expensive, but in the end it
but do I need this many teeth? Does anyone need this
many teeth? Why so many teeth? Grinning she took
a handful of the teeth – molars, incisors, wisdom –
and shoveled them into her mouth. I watched her
open and close her mouth, crushing the teeth into
dental gravel the sound was detached.

They’re good, she’s telling me, they’re good for you.
Bits of them cutting into her gums and blood
dribbling inelegantly out of the corners of her mouth
and I’m do we NEED this MANY teeth, bulk buy is
one thing, but this is teeth purchasing to excess, do
we NEED this many cold stones at the back of my
legs back away do we TEETH this many lost my
footing coming toward me one eye a milk flower
leering teeth on teeth the sound in the hollow of my
stomach and I fell, and I fell, and I fell.
Embracing cobwebs like lovers I fell.
At the bottom of the envined well in my front yard I
sat in mildew mud and mildew.
With nothing to eat but a bag of teeth.

blind

kicking through traffic
kicking through traffic and all. hungry tigers, we tigers! the traffic
lights barked mercifully at us to stop and we watched a couple
desperately try to exercise free love on the street before the ghostwarriors came and took them apart. I bet fifteen seconds max, but
the girl was well lubricated and the guy was already hard. they ran
out on to the road and he lay on his back and she quickly knelt over
him and slid down on top of him. the passers by were horrified, the
soldiers were already moving, stumbling out of the trenches and
staggering through clouds of traffic and chlorine gas, murmuring to
one another polite nothings about how handsome they all looked in
their ghost uniforms.
I heard the soldiers mumble as they closed in on the two kids
fucking on the road I heard them
meathook meathook meathook meathook
meathook meathook meathook

images by frosty (www.babiesindanger.com)
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Rosy Glowing, Bloody Cross
First performed November 2007 at the ‘Best of the Poetry Slams’ Front
Cafe, Lyneham, a sickening hodgepodge of Borges, Lovecraft, Lucy &
Fortean Times inspired goofballery.

I know a guy
WHO KNOWS A GUY
who communes with the spirits of ancient! deep! sea!
cave! fish!. who luncheons and high teas with things that
are not named gurgling from the deep, lurking behind the
eyes of a hatchet nosed deadman madman.
He helped the waxen faced man flee Egypt, when the old
Gods returned, when the old Gods burned, and and in
return gave him the final final letter of the secret name of
the secret name the secret name of
The God.
I know a guy
WHO KNOWS A GUY
who collects round blue coins with square edges and no
sides, that roll on flat surfaces. who holds the key to
Connemara's great swamps of fire and ice and tears.
who, With trembling hand tore a page from the Book Of
Sand.
who, With trembling hand gauged the great unblinking
pyramid of Ukkbar's enmooned eye. This guy! who
knows the guy I know! Captained the great Norse
zeppelin of finger nails and, more than that,
who, With trembling hand, tore every fingernail from
every dead man, and sailed into the belly of the sun
without getting a tan.

I know a guy
WHO KNOWS A GUY
who's father was a crocodile and who's mother, who's
mother was Alice Moses Dada Kwembe, who for five
bloody years was the dread black She-Jesus of SierraLeone, who led countless cannibal flower girls to that
jagged rock She named Babel armed with spears of
sacred stones sharpened on sacred stones to kill the
imposter son-of-God that sits passively in the sun.
I know a guy
WHO KNOWS A GUY
who's ears are the fins of the jaguar shark, who's fingers
creep like creeping vines, who's teeth are teeth for
rending flesh, who's hair is an old storm devouring an
old city. His gums are the colour of bone. And his teeth
are the colour of bone and his skin is the colour of bone
and his cheeks are the colour of bone and his feet are the
colour of bone and his feet are the colour of bone and his
nails are the colour of bone and his eyes...
...his eyes are black.
I know a guy
WHO KNOWS A GUY
who knows that as all matter in the Universe deteriorates
it will become black holes that are Tigers of the North,
South, East and West and the tigers will devour each
other until all matter in the Universe, known and
unknown, is a speck.

That is how black his eyes are.
And that speck will become unstable and explode and
the Universe will be created again and the same plants
and animals and people will be born again and the same
cruelty and atrocity and monumental sadness created
again with no knowledge that it has happened before and
will happen again. and again... and...
That is how dangerous his eyes are.
I know a guy
WHO KNOWS A GUY
because that guy is the guy I see in the mirror and I know
that he's not me and I see,his eyes MYEYES, and I don't
want to know what he knows and say what he says and I
know a guy
WHO KNOWS A GUY
i know a
guyWHO KNOWS A GUY ii know a guy HOW
KNOWS A GUYjiknowaguyWHO KNOWS A GUYi
know a guy
WHO KNOWS WHOKNWHOWS
WHOWS WHO SEES I SEE I SEE
and I know! I KNOW! i don’t know how I KNOW I
KNOW I
this is my skin
but it's someone elses
skel-ee-tin

blind

sickness in the dark
A mix of J.R.R. Tolkien (chapter 6 ‘Riddles in the Dark’ from The Hobbit,
1937), ID Software (Doom, 1993), Roald Dahl (the opening lines of the
Grand High Witch’s speech from The Witches, 1983) and some original
blind pieces. First performed November 2007 at the ‘Best of the Poetry
Slams’ Front Cafe, Lyneham.
The doors - are they chained and bolted?
You may remove your gloves! You may remove your shoes!
You may remove your wigs! Remove your wigs and get
some fresh air into your spotty scalps!
Witches of england! Witches of england! Miserable witches!
Useless lazy witches! Feeble fribbling witches! You are a
heap of idle good for nothing worms!
I am having my breakfast this morning and I am looking out
the window at the beach, and what am I seeing? I am asking
you, what am I seeing? I am seeing a repulsive sight! I am
seeing hundreds, I am seeing thousands of rotten repulsive
little children playing on the sand! it is putting me right off my
food! Why have you not got rid of them? Why have you not
rubbed them all out, these filthy smelly children?
I am asking you why?
Children smell! They stink out the world! One child a week is
no good to me! Is that the best you can do? I demand
maximum results! So here are my orders! My orders are that
every single child in this country shall be rubbed out,
squashed, squirted, squittered and frittered out before I come
here again in one year's time! Do I make myself clear?
(when bilbo opened his eyes)

Who said that? Who dares to argue with me? It was you, was
it not?
(when bilbo opened his eyes he wondered if he had)

You dared to argue with me!
(for it was just as dark with them shut)

A witch who dares to say I’m wrong

Will not be with us very long...

drip
drop drop
drop

(when bilbo opened his eyes)

An idiotic witch like you
Must roast upon the barbeque!
(he wondered if he had)

A foolish witch without a brain
Must sizzle in the fiery flame!
(when bilbo opened his eyes he wondered if he had for it
was just as dark with them)

A stupid witch who answers back

Must burn until her bones are black!
When Bilbo opened his eyes, he wondered if he had; for it
was just as dark with them shut.
Very slowly he got up and groped about on all fours, till he
touched the wall of the tunnel; but neither up nor down it
could he find anything; nothing at all, no sign of goblins, no
sign of dwarves.
He guessed as well as he could, and crawled along for a
good way, till suddenly his hand met what felt like a tiny ring
of cold metal lying on the floor of the tunnel. It was a turning
point in his career, but he did not know it. He put the ring in
his pocket almost without thinking; certainly it did not seem of
any particular use at the moment. Down here, nothing moves
except one drop of water which drips
drops
drip
drop drop
drop
Deep down here by the dark water lived old Gollum, a small
slimy creature. I don’t know where he came from, nor who or
what he was. He was a Gollum – as dark as darkness,
except for two big round pale eyes in his thin face. He had a
little boat, and he rowed about quite quietly on the lake; for
lake it was, wide and deep and deadly cold. On that lake,
nothing moved except one drop of water which dripped
drop

It spells out D.A.N.K. in morse and it drips from puddle to
puddle never at
drip
drip drip
drop
drip drip
He paddled it with large feet dangling over the side, but
never a ripple did he make. He was looking out of his pale
lamp-like eyes for blind fish, which he grabbed with his long
fingers, throttled them and it drips
drops
drip
drop drop
drop
and it drops from puddle to puddle never at
drop
drop
and it drops from puddle to puddle never at
gollum

Bless us and splash us, my preciousss! What is
it? I guess it's a choice feast; at least a tasty
morsel, gollum! Perhaps we sits here and chats
with a bit, precious. Perhaps...
What has roots that nobody sees
is taller than trees
up up it goes
and yet never grows?

downstairs in the City Club – kareoke night – ‘Do we have a
Michael Z in the house? Give it up for Michael Z!’ - that’s
Cancer - sitting at a table downstairs in the City Club – and
that’s Smallpox - two of the human species’ worst enemies
sitting having a drink downstairs in the City Club – ‘Michael
Z’s one of our favourite kareokers here – he’s gonna kick off
with Cornershop’s ‘Brimful of Asha’, go Michael Z!’

Cancer

So I’m stirring the cream into my coffee, and she’s
just sitting there with a folder on her knees, not
saying anything. And I’m not saying anything. I
wasn’t about to talk first.
Smallpox No, it’s bad policy to talk first. They should
understand that.
Cancer
Well most of them do. Most of them know that
even meeting with one us is serious business. So
they do their research, they bring all the info, and
all you have to do is agree on a price. This girl, I
don’t know what the fuck she thought she was
doing.
Smallpox How’d she get in touch with you?
Cancer
TB. She had Tuberculosis when she was a kid,
and she kept his details after they antibioted him.
What has roots that nobody sees
Smallpox So what did she want with you?
Cancer
Well that’s what blew my mind. When she finally
does speak up, she tells me she wants to hire me
to tackle a city for a month. A city. For a month. I
said ‘Girl, I’m Cancer.’ She said ‘I know.’
Smallpox She clearly doesn’t know, if she wants you for a
month.
Is taller than trees
up up it goes
Cancer

I said what can I do in a month? Start a few
tumours, get the ball rolling here and there, but
then what? I’m a craftsman. I do good work,
irreversible work, but it takes time. What am I
supposed to do in month to a whole city? I can’t
just run over the rooftops dropping tumours down
the chimney into everybody’s christmas stocking.
Smallpox If she wants a city she should have spoken to
Pneumonia.
Cancer
Or you. I told her, why not speak with Smallpox?
You come in to town, forty hours later everyone’s

dripping with sores. Forty hours again, gutters
lined with bodies.
Smallpox Not quite that effective...
Cancer
No, take the praise. You’re good at what you do.
I’ve always said, Smallpox is an artist.
Smallpox Thank you.
and yet never grows
Riddles were all Gollum could think of. Asking them and
guessing them, had been the only game he had ever played
in the long, long ago, before he lost all his friends and was
driven away, alone, and crept down, down, into the dark
under the mountains.
Bilbo
gollum

Easy! Mountain.
Easy? Does it guess easy? Then it must have a
competition with us, precious. If it asks us, and we
doesn't answer, then we does what it wants, eh?
We shows it the way out, yes! But if we asks, and
it doesn't answer, we eats it, my precious.
Smallpox So what did she say?
Cancer
She said she wanted to speak with a couple of
other people before she made any decisions.
Smallpox Do you know who else she’s speaking with?
Cancer
HIV.
Smallpox Serious?
Cancer
Pretty sure.
From: sambo_man@yahoo.com Dear Michael Z. I am
stuck in the City Club on kareoke night. I have
infected the bartender but I can’t make him come
out from behind the bar to infect anyone else.

Smallpox This girl must be offering something pretty special
to get HIV to the table.
Cancer
She is.
Smallpox Do you mind if I...?
Cancer
I’m not going to tell you.
Smallpox Fair enough. But man, HIV...

From:
michaelz@uymail.com
Dear
Moran,
the
bartender never leaves the bar, no matter what
you do. To spread the infection, inject a spray
of germs into the beer glass as he is pouring it.
When you’ve infected the beer drinker, get them
to request a song for kareoke, and jump from his
lips to the microphone. From the microphone, you
can infect half of the Club by jumping into their
mouths when they come up to sing.

with your currently infected victims until you
come up with a strain which can carry on the wind.

‘Yeah, give it up for Michael Z! All right, we’re gonna get
Michael Z back up onstage later on tonight to sing a little bit
of John Cage, but right now, can you please welcome
Diorrhea to the stage! This is Diorrhea’s first kareoke, so let’s
give her a big cheer as she performs a classic JRR Tolkien
number from 1937 – take it away, Diorrhea!’

From: michaelz@uymail.com Dear black underscore
angel 39 at hotmail dot com, do you seriously
need a cheat to solve

Voiceless it cries,
Wingless flutters,
Toothless bites,
Mouthless mutters.
From: krazee_gamer@bigpond.net Dear Michael Z, I
have just passed 20,000 infected victims and I’ve
got enough experience to level up to Epidemic,
but how can I increase my infection rate? I’ve
boosted all my Virulence stats so I can infect
people through skin contact, but I keep being
quarantined cause I’m spreading too slowly. Are
there any cheat codes I can use?
From: michaelz@uymail.com Dear Retard, why are
you made of fail? You don’t need cheats. Skin
contact is a stupidly slow way to spread. The
most effective method of transmitting germs to
get through quarantine barriers... I’ll give you
a clue. Right at the beginning of the game, in
the cave under the mountain, the gollum thing
asks you a riddle. Do you remember the riddle?

Voiceless it cries,
Wingless flutters,
Toothless bites wind, okay, the answer
is

wind.

Just

keep

mutating

and

experimenting

From: black_angel29@hotmail.com Dear Michael Z. I
cannot become a legendary epidemic because I am
stuck under the mountain right in the beginning
of the game and I can’t answer Gollum’s last
riddle. Is there a cheat that gives you the
answer?

This thing all things devours:
Birds, beasts, trees, flowers;
Gnaws iron, bites steel;
Grind hard stones to meal;
Smallpox You know Anorexia and Parkinson’s told me that
last job HIV did, she got paid 900 square
kilometres of temperate forest?
Cancer
Can we not talk about her, please?
Smallpox Yeah, no, forget about her.
Slays king, ruins town;
And beats high mountain down.
Smallpox She’s been lucky, that’s all she’s got going for her.
Cancer
Don’t bullshit me, Smallpox. She’s brilliant.
Smallpox Yeah.
Slays king, ruins town;
Cancer
She’s not coming tonight, is she?
Smallpox Christ no. She hates kareoke. She can’t sing for
drip
drop
drop drop
Slays
drip
ruins town;
drop drop

And beats high mountain
from puddle to puddle never at
drip
drip
and it drips from puddle to puddle never at rest
gollum
Bilbo
gollum
Bilbo
gollum
Bilbo
gollum

Well, is it answering?
I’m thinking... slays kings and beats mountains...
Is it nice, my preciousss? Is it juicy?
Half a minute, I’mIs it crunchable?
Give me more time! Time! It is time! It is time.
It's got to ask uss a quessstion, my preciouss,
yes. Jusst one more question, yes, gollum.

IDKFA
gollum
Bilbo

gollum
Bilbo

– no clipping - walk through
walls. the world is your oyster.

As Gollum’s hissing grew closer and sharper, Bilbo imagined
he could see two small points of light peering at him,
Gollum’s hunger burning in his eyes with a pale flame. Bilbo
was desperate. He must get away, out of this horrible
darkness. He must think of a riddle.

gollum

gollum

Thirty white horses – uh – a box without hinges
and three legs... What have I got in my pocket?
Not fair! Not fair! It isn't fair, my precious, is it, to
ask us what it's got in its nassty little pocketses?

IDDQD
Bilbo
gollum
Bilbo

– god mode

What have I got in my pocket?
S-s-s-s-s.... It must give us three guesseses, my
precious, three guesseses.
Very well! Guess away!

S-s-s-s-s... Knife!
Wrong! Last guess.

IDSPISPOPD
gollum
Bilbo

Bilbo

Handses!
Wrong. Guess again!

Gollum was more upset than ever. He thought of all the
things he kept in his own pockets: fish-bones, goblins’ teeth,
wet shells, a bit of bat wing, a stone to sharpen his fangs on,
he tried to think what other people kept in their pockets.

From: araf@defence.gov.au Dear Michael Z, is
there a cheat to give you a riddle question that
Gollum can’t solve?

From: michaelz@uymail.com Dear arse ream anal
fuck, since solving any challenges or puzzles
without cheats is clearly impossible, get your
pen ready – here are the cheat codes:

– weapons, keys, armour, ammo.

String, or nothing!
Both wrong. Now what about your promise? Show
me the way out.
Yes. Yes. But what has it got in its pockets? Not
string, precious, but not nothing. gollum! My
birthday present. My birthday present, my
precious, what has it got in its pocketssss? What
has it got in its pocketses? Oh we guess, we
guess, my precious. He's found my birthday
present. Curse it!

There came a blood-curdling shriek, filled with hatred and
despair. Gollum was defeated. He had lost: lost his prey, and
lost, too, the only thing he had ever cared for, his precious.
gollum

Thief, thief, thief! Baggins! We hates it, we hates
it, we hates it for ever!
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Pharoah's Peach Dream Of Giant Lizards
Baking On The Salt
7 great lizards lying snoring ash and sage.
7 great lizards lolling in the sun flicking great pink
tongues.
under three new suns that set in turn,
!
under three new moons that wax and wane, !
under three celestial fish.
!
In his peach dream they 7 sleep.
The Pharaoh lies Softly take great green scaled lizard
arm lay across himself, close his eyes, head a quiet
purple patch upon the sand.
Lie down,
stand up.
Peach pinker than orange, more orange than yellow,
round flat furry. Peach sings at night. Peach stains
his hands and smiles at him. He smiles back. He
sings -...
...
peach dream peach dream!
Pharaoh peach dreams of giant lizards baking on salt
peach dream peach dream!
Lizards dream of each giant baking on Pharaoh salt
peach dream peach dream!

Salt lizard dream of Pharaoh baking peaches
peach dream peach dream!
Dreaming Pharaoh peaches salt aching lizards
peach dream peach dream!
Of lizard cream bake peaches salt
peach dream peach dream!
Pharaoh lizards salt dreaming peaches baking
peach dream peach dream!
Bake lizards salt Pharaoh peaches baking on dreams
peach dream peach dream!
Pharaoh
peach dream peach!
lizard
peach dream!
peach
peach!
a lazy tongue flicked here, or here,
under the Pharaoh's one eyed yellow sun he sings -the clouds reflect
sun off the sand
around 7 lizards
that makes the sea think better
of rolling in today
so the blackened sky so seeping on
smell of sage and snaking tongues
sends the great peach lizards from
the salt the sand the sun the song
still sleeping Pharaoh softly softly
baking on the sand

fragments from 2002
blind

written at the tail-end of some evenings. In order: Fish,
snow-cones, Mitsubishis, Diamonds, snow-cones, green,
green.
5:50am walk through Melba
a lubbly juubly oval
night is blue and grey
when there is light
whitened grass
looks I don’t gnaw
game get

there’s a face
hollow or basic
little depression between the path
and the road
has faces in it
smiling japanese men
check bathre brain
torn
I my neck
can’t
my friends seem
to think I’ve gone
weird and quite
bload b
load
b

let us bole
down na crescna
old vot cdem
cruger
the plummeting
en
the last few tired
sounds my hand
can make
I believe the
world is awful
pretty soon I’m
gonna turn into
something with
big ears

hard comedown
ramadada glubglub
rite rubs
ober candid Muttley solidly grapples wit telly
My arm is as warm and soft
as a ---- something really nice
Getting good vibes just plasting my face into that couch
Well well weird
I'm cruising towards a crack
my vision is filling up with holes
I can see leaves blowing in circles
comedown hallucinations
Myself, shrunk down to a speck
watches richly coloured tiny cartoons
in the low dark caverns in my brain
bright red, bright yellows
and I'm suspended as a speck
in the breathy heat and fog.
wold night
Morning trees after
wold night
Blowing great gusts of yellow sunlight
against the trees and tall buildings.
We roll over the road
in a low slung car
still sneaking down the weakening shadows.
The whole end of the sky is spectral white
after several seconds it burns.

The Human Cannonball Academy

7am waiting for the bus to work
this is sunlight
this is burning down
it's going to be a sacred morning
as lavish and stylish as a nice worn over mind
can dissect and reassemble
now my body's out there in the city lights
even while my brain is a low lit cave
and me standing inside it shining a torch
through the mud and water drips
it's gonna be a glorious day
the sudden stones poem
all the dred degs
Endless whining collapses into crusts
Wol wots deep forests
This room is only metres wide
But still it feels like there are
deep forests
me and the walls.

image by Jay Christian

(www.bee-fetish.com)

between

Fragments of bones
from 2007 & 2008 mostly poorly thought out
A boat that creaks like an old mans boot.
He wasn’t where he thought he was.
Summer
This summer I set a lot of fires, Mama.
Fires that lazily loosed their fingers
across the petticoats of the trees.
When I drive away the smoke looks
like a painting of the smoke
all the people in the fire are pictures
of people in the fire the trees the branches the
the grass the animals the insects the
the flowers the birds the clouds the
are just paintings of photos of
statistics and only the fire is
The fire is the only thing that's real, Mama.

The Human Cannonball Academy

Scene from Zara & The Sea
3. Certain Discomfort

Dead Clown: Don’t panic!

The dead clown smashes through a door.

The dead clown starts doggy-paddling in mind-air,
growing frantic, trying to keep his head above water,
singing shrilly.

Dead Clown: She’s coming back!

Dead Clown:

The dead clown and Piqo run around in circles. The
dead clown pretends to be a lamp. Piqo inexpertly
apes him.
Dead Clown: I... I’m the lamp! I’m the lamp! I’m
the mother fucking lamp, you god-damn god-damn
lamp thief! Get your own damn lamp! Better yet,
better, you be... the wrist watch, or the... or a jockey!
You... you... be the... pelican! Yeah. A real pelican!
You be the pelican. And I’ll be in your beak, you’ll
need light for the journey! When you carry me to
safety, a real life pelican! Ha! When you carry me to
safety! Let me... let me in. Let me in your beak,
God-damn, God-damn, let me in your beak!

Crashing tides a funeral pall crashing tides a funeral pall,
Moontides halt Moontides halt Moontides halt,
I’ve got a heart feels like a bird like a bird drowning bird,
All I am is a hand full of sand.
Crashing tides a funeral pall crashing tides a funeral pall,
Moontides halt Moontides halt Moontides halt,
I’ve got a heart feels like a bird like a bird drowning bird,
We’re all nothing but nothing but nothing but

His head sinks below the water as he flails
desperately with his arms, but the tide is dragging
him down and he cannot fight the crushing waves,
panic makes him sink faster. He gulps mouthfuls of
seawater, he’s drowning! He’s drowning!
Piqo: What are you doing?

The dead clown tries to get into Piqo’s mouth. Piqo
pushes him off.

The clown freezes. Sea water dribbles out the
corners of his mouth.

Piqo: Get a grip!

Dead Clown: Panicking?

The dead clown grips Piqo thoroughly.

Piqo: Stop it.

The Human Cannonball Academy

A review of five minutes of a
psychological thriller midday movie I
watched yesterday interspersed with
Dr Phil and watching the cat trying to
eat my housemates bra.
I am glad that I live in Canberra because although
it isn’t exactly the big smoke, I am assured by television
that if I lived in a small, sleepy town I would most
certainly be murdered. In this particular sleepy,
potentially Texan, town, there appears to be a serial
killer on the loose, possibly killing hitchhikers, I don’t
know, I’m tired, why do you keep asking me questions?
It transpires that the serial killer has killed a
visiting German girl, I assume for her sauerkraut. (which
in Canberra we call ‘sweated cabbage’, and is made by
placing a cabbage under each arm and going for a brisk
jog)
So far this serial killer has taken out two people,
which is pretty shit for a serial killer, one of whom is
German, one of whom is I don’t know because I was
making a sandwich. According to the TV Guide I am
reading (which is more interesting than actually
watching the movie) the murders are identical to ones
committed in a novel called Reaper, the author of which
is a local, brooding author who is not Stephen King.
(speaking of Stephen King did you see that show he did
about the hospital? I can’t remember much, but I do

remember the opening where the main character gets hit
by a car and it seems that Stephen King is re-enacting his
own experience of being hit by a car, right up until the
man is saved by a giant cartoon ant eater. Although that
part is probably true as well, it seems entirely feasible
that Mr King has many animal friends, and sings to all
sorts of bluebirds, ant eaters and anglerfish from his
balcony like the heroine of a Disney movie. The kitchen
staff have downs).
Our protagonists are a generic looking lady
detective that looks like she is constantly on the verge of
tears and a rumbling, portly old Sherrif who is three days
to retirement and doesn’t want to cause a fuss because
it’s ant eater hunting season and serial killers drive the
German tourists away and it’s obviously this writer guy
who’s gone berko and started acting out the killings from
his novel on the German tourists who are here for ant
eater hunting season and Godammit he’s three days to
retirement and he’s too old for this shit and who ate the
last danish, did you eat the last danish, that was my
fucking danish Godammit Godammit, and Dr Phil who is
yelling at a woman and making her cry and Fin the cat
who has one paw on the bra, that other one trapped in the
Venetian blinds.
So the plucky foursome find the German girl dead
and naked (is it wrong to be vaguely aroused by dead
topless girls on TV? I mean, they’re acting dead, but
they’re not actually dead, and they’re topless. Morally I
think I’m okay, and it’s not like I sit on the couch with a
towel watching CSI: Miami and hosing down the walls

with sperm. Well, I do... but that’s because I’m in love
with David Caruso. He just seems so gentle... but tough.
He can slow motion take off my sunglasses any day but I
digress) and the dour lady cop with her lumpy blouses
and unflattering haircut is convinced that it is not the
author and portly Sherrif with his clip on sunglasses is
well convinced that it is in fact the author who will only
sit in the interview room with the good mood lighting
and I can’t tell if the author does or doesn’t think that he
did it, but he’s being infuriatingly crytpic and I wish
someone would punch his face so he’d stop being so
cryptic all the time. All the time last danish Godamn.
Meanwhile Fin has forgotten about the bra,
extricated herself from the Venetian blinds and is pawing
at the television, in a seeming attempt to brutally murder
everyone has ever been involved in the making of this
midday movie, which I assume will go on,
psychologically, to make us question who the real killer
is, and, as I have yet to see a butler, I must assume that
the killer is one of the three people I have seen on screen
so far. I’m not even including plucky young deputy that
found a page of the book REAPER near one of the
identical crimes, because he will most likely die later in
the movie. I hope he will, like plucky young cop David
Caruso in Rambo 2, at least cop a branch filled with
rusty nails to the groin.
Am I over complicating things? I must then go on
to conclude that the third murder in the movie (which is
mirroring the book that is in the movie which I assume is
based on a book before being made into a movie which

features copycat killings that come from the book fuck
you guys I think I’m internally bleeding I hate) is going
to be that of dowdy lady cop who is possibly a
psychiatrist specialising in plant therapy, but it will be
thwarted at the last minute by mysterious, brooding
author who is in fact not the killer, but instead, her
brother, or a fireman, and the killer is in fact someone
who I haven’t seen yet but was no doubt foreshadowed
brilliantly possibly while reading REAPER and picking
their teeth with a knife made out of German backpacker
skin, but alas, alack I am halfway in and it’s entirely
feasible to me that I will never find out who the killer is,
nor how much Pinhead’s exciting new exercise chair
costs, nor why Dr Phil is still yelling at this poor woman.
She doesn’t even have a ‘problem’, he’s given up
the alleged ‘helping’ part of the show, so he can spend
more time doing what he loves best: yelling at women.
Dr Phil, drunk on his own sense of power, stops yelling
at the first woman, and starts in on lady cop, while Fin
has given up on murder and is desperately trying to
choke herself to death with the bra rather than watch the
TV any longer.
First he’ll start with her hair. Then move on to
how it is obvious who the killer is, speed through her
childhood, gaining steam he’ll list off why her husband
left her, her friends don’t like her, her children are fat,
her parents faked their own deaths, and despite the fact
she’s the only psychological horticulturalist in the sleepy
town of German Tourist Muder, U.S.A. she can’t even
get work because she looks like she clothes shops at a

paper bag warehouse and if only she’d bought one for
her face to hide that constant dull, morose expression
that makes her look like the boring fairy just shat in her
mouth
Dr Phil has leapt on his chair and is waving his
arms around veins in his neck snapping out, his bald
dome turned mighty crimson, throwing coffee in her face
screeching
YOU STUPID BINT, LOOK AT YOUR LANK
HAIR AND PUFFY FRINGE LOOK AT YOUR
OBLONG SUIT DRESS YOU’RE USELESS THERE’S
NO HOPE FOR YOU IF I HAD A STICK I’D HIT
YOU WITH IT YOU BORING WASTE OF I
WOULDN’T WIPE MY PUNCH YOU IN THE NECK
and he’s tearing out his moustache hair while this
woman, with all of her degrees in psychological
thrillering and looming and fucking whatever is curled
up into a ball on the ground crying, chanting I’m sorry,
I’m sorry, I’m sorry Dr Phil I didn’t see the butler, I
didn’t know there was a butler, I didn’t know the butler
was a massive fan of Reaper when he was a child a
German tourist ate his Dad and he hungered for
vengeance, I didn’t know, I’m sorry, I’m sorry I’m not
him!
Dr Phil falls silent, as he realises he’s made the
breakthrough. She’s gathering steam, he waits for it, as
her lips part and she screams through her tears

I’M SORRY, I’M SORRY I’M NOT
TELEVISIONS HORATIO CANE, I’M SORRY I’M
NOT DAVID CARUSO, I’M SORRY THAT WHEN I
TRY TO TAKE MY SUNGLASSES OFF IN SLOW
MOTION I LOOK LIKE I HAVE A LEARNING
DISORDER I’M SORRY THAT WHEN SOMEONE
SAYS ‘THEY GOT AWAY WITH MURDER’ I
DON’T SAY ‘OR HAVE THEY?’ AND THERE’S NO
DRAMATIC STABS OF MUSIC IN MY LIFE I
DON’T EVEN HAVE A TEAM I HAVE THIS
USELESS DOUCHEBAG CURMUDGEON SHERRIF
AND HE’S NOT EVEN BEING PLAYED BY BRIAN
FUCKING DENNEHEY AND I HAVE HORRIBLE
HAIR AND I’M SLIGHTLY WALL EYED AND I’M
SORRY.
Clutch her to your manly chest, Dr Phil. Ease her
sobs, you’ve broken through. Now the healing can begin.
Ease off that mask, Dr Phil, we know who you are under
there. Slowly put your sunglasses back on, Horatio Cane,
gently lift her in your masculine ginger arms. Carry her
into the sunset. Another case closed.
OR IS IT
YEAHHHHHHHHH BOW BOW

blind

in the domino

(extract, written yr 2000 CE)

Scores came to the witching trials
Where many respected folk were to be tested.
We arrived at the cemetary at dusk.
The doctor stood on a gravestone
And when his hands touched Parson Bow,
They burned like the sun.
He shall be imprisoned in the under circles
He shall walk through time
He shall walk on roads of sacred lavender
And marble squares of unsurpassed beauty
Said the oracles of the unforgiven.
Meanwhile at the chateau
Monsieur writes poems about guns
Madame hides behind railings and bars
"Chantelle rencontre Philippe à la barre.
Quand Chantelle rencontre-t-il Philippe?
David, maintiennent vos écouteurs hauts
Et vos yeux au mur."
Fireflies flowed down the hills of Ponty Pandy.
As the boats gathered to depart
And we harvested our axes from the rock
Glorified them in Summer dust and frozen Autumn mud,
My father stood on the rock between the cliffs
Bidding the ship farewell.
"Speed to the north, where the air thins
And there is no land but floating ice,
Speed to the caves of the Inuit kings.
Return safely, my son, oh my colossal one!"
But he could not touch me and his arms shuddered at my touch.
So you wanna spin the world around?
So you wanna spin the world around,
And everybody else coming down.

The Human Cannonball Academy

Juneau, Alaska
a letter never sent. Written in March 2007 as an unsuccessful
submission for Vignette Press’ The Sex Mook: What Is Our
Sex.

Our sex? Maybe I’m a prude, but that seems
kind of forward considering we’ve never met.
Perchance our sex is as soft and sweet as a lover’s
lullaby. It could be passionately dispassionate, or
mysteriously mysterious. Sweaty twisted sheets in an
epic six hour elegy to love? Best forgotten come
sunlight, come morning birds and hangovers? Is it
innocent and youthful, full of giggling, free of gory
genital descriptions? Or are we big, glossy American
pornography? Are you a sailor back from shore leave
longing to pound my perfect pussy? Groaning and
screaming in Oscar winning ecstasy as I slap you in
the face with my big glossy American penis. Maybe
we both have big glossy American penises. Maybe
neither of us have penises.
If your heart’s the 2 o’clock club, then I’m
your Watermelon Rose! I’m Orpheus, weeping on
my lyre, salt of Eurydice’s tears upon my lips, turned
to buggering boys with my back to the Bacchanal,
and you’re my flock of Maenads! My sweet songs
deflect your slings and arrows until I finally fall to
the sweet surrender of your fury.
And my tears become the Hebrus!
And you tear me apart!
And you fuck me to death!

As my severed head floats longingly down
that great river, I’ll look back at you. And wink.
Our sex is cave paintings: Stories spoken by
old grey men with bones in their noses. They tell the
little ones that we are the earth and the fire; we are
the moon and the cloud she hides behind. And baby,
I’ll be your Romeo, if you say you’ll be my Tibult. I
don’t want this passion to fizzle out in a sappy
double suicide. You’ve never really made love until
someone’s gotten stabbed.
Our sex is contradictory, is hypocritical! Lets
never meet half way! If you want golden showers I
can only give you roses, but if you want me to
whisper sweet nothings I’m going to tie you up and
stick you in the boot of my car. Half way to Vegas
I’ll pop the trunk, fuck your mouth, and keep on
driving.
It’s every time I kissed you goodbye through
the filthy receiver of a payphone, every time you
socked out a stranger because we’d had a fight the
night before.
Our sex is every time we’re together and every
time we’re apart.
Our sex is when you’re lounging on the couch,

stoned and reading some goofball religious pamphlet
we got in the mail. It’s when I lounge at the other
end of the couch, and offer you a proposition – if
you proof read this article I’ll give you a foot rub.
I’m watching your face intently, every minute ripple
of a smile or a cringe, lip curling at my car crash
grammar, flaring your nostrils at that line about
Vegas, little pink tongue in the corner of your
mouth.
And you get to this part just as I hit that spot,
you know the one, and it sends you into this
incredible coughgigglesnortbackspasmorgasm which
makes you lose control of your foot and send it
careening into my balls.
And I’m on the floor, rolling around, clutching
my testicles, pickled in pain, while you’re so
helpless with laughter you’ve fallen off the couch.
Inbetween great sobs and groans I’m laughing too
and we’re rolling around together and this…
This is our sex.
No great fanfare addled fluid exchange, no
star crossed dalliance, no dispassionate fucking. This
is it, in this moment. Lying in a kerfuffle on the
floor, desperate to get our breath back, still
laughing... still laughing...
In this moment. This is our sex.

